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          Chris Watson, my best pen 
friend, who lived in London. He 
visited Hong Kong with him family 
last week. I took him to visit some 
famous places in Hong Kong.

          In the morning, we visited 
the Avenue of Stars. We went there 
by bus. We looked at the beautiful 
views of Hong Kong Victoria 
Harbour.  The smell the sea was 
wet and salty. We felt peaceful in 
an instant. 
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           Then, we went to take photos 
with the statues celebrities📸, such as 
"Big Kung Fu Star" Mr Bruce Lee and 
"Big Singing Star" Miss Anita Mui�.

          Suddenly, he said excitedly, “Look!” 
We saw statues and handprints of the 
famous cartoon characters “McDull!”and 
we screamed“ It’s extremely amiable! ”

           There were many handprints 
and signatures of famous stars.
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           After lunch, I took him to visit 
Hong Kong Disneyland🏰. We went there 
by MTR 🚇. 

           Next, we visited Tomorrowland. We 
played Hyperspace Mountain They were 
many aliens inside. It was dark and terrible! 

           We saw our favourite cartoon 
characters, Mickey and Minnie.There we 
took many photos 📸of them. Then we 
went to buy Mickey ice-lollies and juices
🍹which were delicious. We bought some 
souvenirs🛍 for our family members too. 

          Then, we played Iron Man Experience 
which was a 3-D Motion simulator.  In the 
course of playing, it would shook around, 
and there were a variety of special effects.  
It was really exciting and amazing!
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           After that, we played a lot of rides. 
The most exciting one was the Big Grizzly 
Mountain Runway of Grizzly Gulch🐻🎢. It 
had the sound of lightning⚡ and the roar 
of two bears 🐻. That made us screamed 
and sweated😨. We were extremely 
excited. 

😨😖
          At last, we watched the night 
parade and fireworks. We were 
frightened by the sound of fireworks 
and explosions but they were beautiful 
and colourful. The characters and 
dancers lit up the night. They were 
excellent and amusing.
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          In the evening, we went to the 
hotel and had wonderful dinner 
buffet. We ate a lot of food, such as 
crab, fish, shrimp, ice-cream etc. He 
liked the dim sum very much😋. We 
enjoyed a warm evening.

         In the end, we went back to him 
hotel. We exchanged souvenirs.  He 
bought me a key buckle which was very 
famous in London and I bought her an 
Airport Express model, which was very 
famous in Hong Kong.
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          It was difficult to say 
good-bye to each other🥺
🥺.

To: Chris

          Chris, I hope you will 
visit Hong Kong again when 
you are on vacation in the 
future. 😘

From:

Kelly

You too!

Chris 

Good-bye�
�
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